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ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Saturday, the 23rd August, 1958.
The House met at Half past Eight of the Clock
(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(See Part I)

Messages from the Council Re
Nomination of four Members from the Council to the Subordinate Legislation Committee

Mr. Speaker, I have received the following message from the Hon. Chairman of the Legislative Council—

"I am to inform the Legislative Assembly that the following motion has been adopted by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council at its sitting held on Monday, the 18th August, 1958 concurring in the recommendation of the Assembly that the Legislative Council do agree to nominate four members from the Council to the Subordinate Legislation Committee of the Assembly for a period of one year.

Motion.

"That this House concurs in the recommendation of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly that the Andhra Pradesh Legislative
Nomination of six Members from the Council to the Public Accounts Committee
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Council do agree to nominate four members from the Council to serve on the Subordinate Legislation Committee of the Assembly for a period of one year, and do proceed to elect, in such manner as the Chairman may direct, four members from among the members of the Council to serve on the said Committee.

"I am further to inform the Legislative Assembly that at the sitting of Legislative Council held on Thursday, the 21st August 1958, I declared the following members to be duly elected to the Subordinate Legislation Committee of the Assembly —

1. Sri Ataur Rahman.
2. Sri C Parasuram Naidu.
4. Sri B Gurava Reddi.

Nomination of six Members from the Council to the Public Accounts Committee

Mr. Speaker I have received the following message also from the hon. Chairman of the Legislative Council.

I am to inform the Legislative Assembly that the following motion has been adopted by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council at its sitting held on Monday, the 18th August 1958 concurring in the recommendation of the Assembly that the Legislative Council do agree to nominate six members from the Council to the Public Accounts Committee of the Assembly for the financial year 1958—59.

Motion

"That this House concurs in the recommendation of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly that the Andhra Pradesh Legislative council do agree to nominate six members from the Council to serve on the Public Accounts Committee of the Assembly for the financial year 1958—59 and do proceed to elect, in such manner as the Chairman may direct, six members from among the members of the Council to serve on the said Committee."
Nomination of six Members from the Council to the Estimates Committee
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"I am further to inform the Legislative Assembly that at the sitting of Legislative Council held on Thursday, the 21st August 1958, I declared the following to be duly elected to the Public Accounts Committee of the Assembly

1. Sri B. N. Reddy
2. Sri Shaik Galib.
3. Sri Bikkini Venkataratnam
5. Sri A. Lakshminarasimha Reddy
6. Sri Y. Suryanarayana Rao"

Nomination of six Members from the Council to the Estimates Committee.

Mr Speaker I have further received the following messages from the hon Chairman of the Legislative Council

"I am to inform the Legislative Assembly that the following motion has been adopted by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council at its sitting held on Monday, the 18th August 1958, concurring in the recommendation of the Assembly that the Legislative Council do agree to nominate six members from the Council to the Estimates Committee of the Assembly for the financial year 1958—59

Motion.

"That this House concurs in the recommendation of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly that the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council do agree to nominate six members from the Council to serve on the Estimates Committee of the Assembly for the financial year 1958—59 and do proceed to elect, in such manner as the Chairman may direct, six members from among the members of the Council to serve on the said Committee.'

I am further to inform the Legislative Assembly that at the sitting of Legislative Council held on Thursday, the 21st August, 1958, I declared the following members to be duly elected to the Estimates Committee of the Assembly.
Nomination of eight Members from the Council to the Joint Select Committee set up for considering the Andhra Pradesh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings Bill, 1958
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1 Sri Venigalla Satyanarayana Rao.
2 Sri Pemmaraju Venkata Rao
3 Sri Nivarthi Venkata Subbaiah
5. Sri Kolla Venkaiah.
6 Sri Y Eswara Reddy.

Nomination of Eighth Members from the Council to the Joint Select Committee set up for considering the Andhra Pradesh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings Bill, 1958

Mr Speaker I have received the following message from the hon. Chairman of the Legislative Council

"I transmit a copy of the following motion passed by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council on the 22nd August 1958 concurring with the Assembly in setting up a Joint Select Committee to consider the Andhra Pradesh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings Bill, 1958 (L A Bill No 27 of 1958)

Motion

"That this House Concurs with the Assembly in setting up a Joint Select Committee of both the Houses consisting of 32 members (24 members from the Assembly and 8 members from the Council), to consider the Andhra Pradesh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings Bill, 1958 (L A Bill No 27 of 1958) and that the following members of this House be nominated to the said Joint Select Committee.

1 Sri R Ramalinga Raju
2 Sri Raghotham Reddy
3 Sri Yeeram Satyanarayana
4. Sri M. Subba Reddy
5. Sri G. Brahmayya
7 Sri Arutla Lakshminarasimha Reddy.
8. Sri Gunturu Bapanayya".
Mr. Speaker I have to announce that Dr B Gopala Reddy has sent his resignation to his seat in this Legislative Assembly.

"Since I am electd to the Rajya Sabha, I hereby tender my resignation of membership of the Legislative Assembly. I thank you and Members of the House for the courtesy and consideration shown to me while I was a member of the House. Kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter of resignation."

Yesterday I received this letter and I have accepted his resignation. I have also informed him to that effect yesterday.

Business of the House.

Press:

Press is to be heard on the following discussion in time

- question No 2430

On the statement made by the Minister, the MLA of the Bhadrachalam constituency, Dr. V. K. Reddy, regarding pending irrigation works, the Chief Minister, Shri. B. V. R. Chowdary, stated that the Government has taken steps in this regard. At present there is no time.
Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance — The rapid spread of Encephalitis in the rural areas of Nellore District
23rd August, 1958]

Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance — The rapid spread of Encephalitis in the rural areas of Nellore District.

Sri S Kasi Reddy and Sri B Sankaraiah. The subject matter of the motion is regarding incidents of Encephalitis rapidly spreading in the rural areas of Nellore District resulting in 17 deaths.

It has been reported that there have been 19 attacks and 17 deaths due to virus Encephalitis during the period from 9—7—1958 till date in the rural areas of Nellore District, as per the details now being read—

9—7—58 South Mopuru No of attacks 4, No of deaths 4
4—8—58 Poletpalayam One cured
5—8—58 Surrounding villages of Buchireddipalayam 7 attacks 7 deaths
8—8—58 Gottelupalayam, Sallarjilipalayam and Police Naidu Cheru 3 attacks 3 deaths

These cases are mainly among children below 10 years of age and infection is confined only to two taluks viz., Nellore and Kovur Taluk. All the villages affected with Encephalitis have been visited by the Health Office Staff of the District for undertaking prompt preventive and control measures such as chlorination of water sources, maintenance and upkeep of sanitation, conservancy arrangements and fly control. Following are the important measures that have been adopted by the Public Health Staff—

1. A Committee of officials and non-officials including private medical practitioners was formed under the Presidency of the District Collector, Nellore, for co-ordinating effective and prompt preventive and control measures for Encephalitis and the above
Committee met on 7—8—1958 and decided the line of action to be taken.

2. Intensive health education and propaganda as to how to prevent the infection is being carried out through broadcasts on Municipal Broadcasts Wire System, through distribution of pamphlets etc.

3. Provisions of Madras Public Health Act have been enforced for preventing the sales of eatables exposed to dust and flies.

4. Spraying operations have been intensified to prevent fly breeding.

5. Sanitation drive has been intensified.

6. An ambulance van has been kept at the disposal of the District Medical Office, Nellore, for transporting the Encephalitis cases to the Infectious Diseases Hospital, Nellore, for treatment. In as much as there have been only 4 attacks and 3 deaths, after 8—8—1958, it may be stated that incidence of virus Encephalitis is definitely on the decline in the rural areas of Nellore District and the situation is well under control.

Strike notice by workers in Secunderabad and Hyderabad

Mr Speaker Is the Hon'ble Education Minister here? Press

Views of the Bharat Natak Academy on Kuchipudi Dance
sudden and surprising news of information received has raised a number of questions regarding drought conditions in Srikakulam District.

**Point of information re Draught conditions in Srikakulam District**
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Point of information re Draught conditions in Srikakulam District.

The Bharata Nataka Academy representatives have raised specific complaints regarding the information received. It is requested that representatives of the Bharata Nataka Academy can be informed about the drought conditions in Srikakulam District. The representatives of the Bharata Nataka Academy can be informed about the government's measures to address the drought situation.

In the meantime, the government has taken appropriate action to address the grievances of the public. The government has initiated steps to alleviate the situation caused by drought.

The government has directed the relevant authorities to ensure that the community's grievances are addressed promptly. The government will continue to monitor the situation and take necessary steps to mitigate the impact of drought.
Point of information Re Draught conditions in Srikakulam District

[23rd August, 1958]

(1) దృష్టి ప్రత్యేకిత సమస్యలు (పరిష్కారం) అతిపెద్దం, కాని దృష్టి
ప్రత్యేకిత సమస్యలు మొదటి పదార్థం ముఖ్యంగా M L A సేవ కేంద్రం
తోపడి ఉన్న ప్రాంతాలలో ప్రాముఖ్యత కలిగి ఉండి, ఎందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి
రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.

(2) బి. సిద్ధాంతం: అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ రాష్ట్రం (పరిష్కారం) ఎందుటకు
లాంటి దృష్టి ప్రత్యేకిత సమస్యల ఉత్పత్తి ముఖ్యంగా M L A సేవ కేంద్రం
తోపడి ఉన్న ప్రాంతాలలో ప్రాముఖ్యత కలిగి ఉండి, ఎందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి
రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.

(3) బి. విద్యాత్మకం: స్క్రికకులం ప్రాంతంలో దృష్టి ప్రత్యేకిత
సమస్యలను ఎంపికించి ఆపాదకం చేసినా, మొదటి పదార్థం ముఖ్యంగా M L A సేవ
కేంద్రం తోపడి ఉన్న ప్రాంతాలలో ప్రాముఖ్యత కలిగి ఉండి, ఎందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి
రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.

(4) బి. సంప్రదాయం: క్షేత్రానికి అంతట పరిష్కారం నిషేదించాడు.
అందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.
కాని కరువూరు ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాల మధ్యలో ఎందుకంటే సమస్యలను ఎంపికించారు.
ఎందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.

(5) బి. సాంస్కృతికోనికి అంతట పరిష్కారం నిషేదించాడు.
అందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.
ఎందుకంటే రాజధాని నుండి ప్రాంతాల ప్రాంతాలు విలువ సౌరభాన్ని పొందారు.
Point of information Re Draught conditions in Srikakulam District
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 Relief works (పాములు) కారణంగా చిత్రా జిల్లాలో ప్రభుత్వం ఏర్పాటు చేసిన రిలీф్ పన్నులు మనం ప్రత్యామనం చేసి ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్న రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు ముఖ్యంగా ఉన్నాయి. ఇచ్చిన రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు మనం ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్న రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు ప్రత్యామనం చేసి ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్నాయి.

ఇలా లేదు, రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు మనం ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్న రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్నాయి. ఇచ్చిన రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు మనం ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్న రిలీఫ్ పన్నులు ప్రతి కాలం ఉన్నాయి.
On a point of order Sir, point of orders to raise disciplinary action under rule 26. Point of order shall, under the rule 26, be deemed to have been made when a member of parliament persistently persists in making a point of order.
Adjournment motion Re -
Hooliganism in Chembuvaram,
Village, Kurnool District

23rd August, 1958.

Adjournment motion Re -
Hooliganism in Chembuvaram, Village, Kurnool Dt.

Mr Speaker A Notice is given about a very serious matter
by Mr N K Lingam Setting off fire by the caste Hindus to the
houses of Harijans as a result of the disputes that arose recently in
Chembuvaram village, Siruvalla Taluq, Kurnool District.

A highly important notice is given to the House about a very serious
matter that arose recently in Chembuvaram village, Siruvalla Taluq, Kurnool District.

A Sub-Inspector of police is investigating the matter and discussing it.

Inconvenient to discuss view of Charge sheet file,
Mr Speaker, it is requested to discuss the matter.

Speech by Mr. S. Sivaramakrishnan, Member, Kurnool District

It is necessary to discuss this matter in detail.

Adjourned.
As a result of the objections raised by the caste Hindus over the construction of a piali in Harijanwada close to a public tap, about 100 caste Hindus and 60 Harijans clashed on 1—8—1958 evening. 9 caste Hindus and 7 Harijans were injured and excepting two on either side admitted in hospital as in-patients, the rest have received simple injuries. Both the parties were armed with stick and spears and indulged in stone pelting against each other. During the course of the riot, both the parties set fire to the thatched huts and hayricks of the opposite party. About 45 thatched huts and 2 small hayricks of the Harijans and 9 huts of the caste Hindus were thus burnt, with an estimated loss of about Rs 8,000. The D S P. and two Sub Inspectors and a Police Party rushed to the village the same night and have registered cases against the concerned 7 Harijans and 5 caste Hindus have been arrested. A section of the Armed Reserve is stationed in the village. The A I G of Police Sri Saldanah is deputed to the place and was also asked to send a detailed report to the Government, which will be submitted in continuation, after its receipt.
Non-acceptance of the recommendations of the Hanumantha Rao Report

23rd August, 1958

The rioting occurred in Sambavaram village in Siruvella Taluk (Siruvella station limits) between caste Hindus and Harijans on 1—8—1958. The immediate cause is the objection raised by the caste Hindus for the construction of a pial in Hariganawada close to a public tap. About 100 caste Hindus and 60 Harijans are reported to have taken part in the riot. 9 caste Hindus and 7 Harijans were injured excepting two on either side. Case and counter case in Criminal Cases Nos. 144 and 145 of the Siruvella Station, both under Sections 148, 324 and 436 I.P.C have been registered and are also being investigated. 7 Harijans and 5 caste Hindus have been so far arrested. Efforts are being made to apprehend the other Hindus.

A Harijan by name Munnayya who is said to have been chased by K. M. Tirpal Reddy and two others at the time of occurrence is still missing. This case is registered at Siruvella Station also. The man is missing and efforts are being made to trace him.

Now, the later telegram also has come. The telegram (302 Section 320 case register) latest report—Police party Special Officer investigation arrested and arrest investigation arrested details. Another arrest. Arrests cases are under investigation.

Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance re

Non-acceptance of the recommendations of the Hanumantha Rao Report
Sri E Ayyapu Reddy (Nandikotkur-General) Sir, I beg to present the “First Report of the Subordinate Legislation Committee.”

Mr Speaker Report presented

Presentation of the first report of the Subordinate Legislation Committee

Business of the House

overdraw notice

information

report
23rd August, 1958]

Sri B. Sankaraya (Buchreddipalem-General) Sir, I beg leave to introduce the Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958

Mr Speaker Motion moved

"Madras Estates Lands (Andhra Amendment) Act 1956 was enacted in 1955 after the Andhra Pradesh Act 1956. The said Act does not include substantial portions which were included in the Madras Estates Land and Amendment Act 1956. The close implications of this amendment brings forth..."
The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958

[23rd August, 1958]


Government has vested in the Government substantial portion of a village.

Substantial portion of a village

1. శాతనమ ప్రాంతం
2. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
3. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
4. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
5. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
6. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
7. శాతనమ ప్రాంతం
8. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
9. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
10. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
11. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
12. ప్రాంతాలు ప్రాంతాలు
13. శాతనమ ప్రాంతం
14. శాతనమ ప్రాంతం
15. శాతనమ ప్రాంతం
The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958
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16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 
25. 

26. 
27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 

34. 
35. 
36. 

37. 
38. 
39. 

40. 
41. 
42. 

43. लोकतन्त्र विधान.
44. राजनीति विभाग.
45. राजस्व विभाग.
46. विद्यालय विभाग.
47. राष्ट्रीय रेल्वे.
48. राजस्व विभाग.
49. राजकीय विभाग.
50. राजस्व विभाग.
51. राजस्व विभाग.
52. राजस्व विभाग.
53. राजस्व विभाग.
54. राजस्व विभाग.

55. राजस्व विभाग.
56. राजस्व विभाग.
57. राजस्व विभाग.
58. राजस्व विभाग.
59. राजस्व विभाग.
60. राजस्व विभाग.
61. केंद्रस्तर.
62. केंद्रस्तर.
63. केंद्रस्तर.
64. केंद्रस्तर.
65. केंद्रस्तर.
66. केंद्रस्तर.
67. केंद्रस्तर.
68. केंद्रस्तर.
69. केंद्रस्तर.
70. केंद्रस्तर.

The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958

[23rd August, 1958]
225  The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958
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...
Mr Speaker—"If a motion for leave to introduce a Bill is opposed the speaker, after permitting, if he thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the member who moves and from the member who opposes the motion may without further debate put the question to the vote of the House."
227 The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958
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Mr Speaker Let us put it in the Business Committee I must consult the 'advocates' on this matter.

Brief statement on the provisions of the Bill.

Objection raised to the wording of the Bill.

Brief statement on the Bill.
publish introduction stage opposition next stage oppose procedure stage circulate brief statement introduce House opinion body appreciate automatic allow

Provided that Speaker may order publication of any Government Bill" or of any bill' or automatic allow.
23rd August, 1958

Mr Speaker Unfortunately the Speaker is prevented from permitting the publication of any non-official Bill

As a brief statement 

I know that the members should understand and know the provisions of the Bill before they decide to oppose or agree with the Bill. So, I shall allow 5 or 6 minutes in which a brief reading of the Bill may be done. With regard to cycotyping the Bill and distributing to Members, I have to consult the leaders of other parties. I do not want to decide arbitrarily. Sri B Sankaraiah may continue now.

The Bill contains the following provisions

"2 Amendment of Section 3 (2) (d) -

In Section 3 (2) (d) of the Madras Estates Land Act, 1908 after 'village' in clause (i), the following shall be added

'or any namm hamlet of a namm or a Government village'

(2) For the words 'any hamlet or kandiriga' in clause (ii) the following shall be substituted

'any Khandriga in or a substantial portion of',

In explanation (i) of clause (ii) for the words 'village, Hamlet' the words 'village or hamlet' shall be substituted"

1955 3rd Select Committee శికారించిన substantial portion కేసీ విషయం కోసం నందం కొరకు క్యాప్టీని జాతీ నుండి కాలమారివేయడానికి 1954 Act కేసి ప్రతిష్ఠా
The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958
[23rd August 1958]

...
23rd August 1958]

Mr Speaker  There will be no further discussion  The Rules only say that "the Speaker, after permitting, if he thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the Member who moves and from the Member who opposes the motion, may, without further debate put the question to the vote of the House"

Sri S V Krishnavataram (Tadepalli-gudem-General)  Will there be further discussion on the Bill?

amendments "granted, confirmed, recognised" 238  Inam village a define 38a  estate 38  right 38 a  revenue terminology 38 estates 38 revenue termi

The Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958

[23rd August 1958]

The substantial portion

The substantial portion is the main village estate or the substantial portion estate ( situación of the village estate or the substantial portion estate)
Afr *S^d%rer The question is

"That leave be granted to introduce the Madras Estates Land (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1958"

The motion was negatived
Point of clarification regarding press report on the statement made by the Revenue Minister on the Andhra Pradesh ceiling on Agricultural holdings, Bill, 1958

[23rd August, 1958]

Point of clarification regarding press report on the statement made by the Revenue Minister on the Andhra Pradesh ceiling on Agricultural holdings, Bill, 1958

Mr Speaker Press people will please note

... Sugar factory exemption clause applies equally good publication statement to agriculturists...

... Sugar factory exemption clause applies to agriculturists...

If 'If' be 'If' and 'But' be 'But' select committee report...
Point of clarification regarding press report on the statement made by the Revenue Minister on the Andhra Pradesh ceiling on Agricultural holdings, Bill, 1958

23rd August, 1958

Sir,

I have noted with care, the arguments advanced in the press report dated 1-10-1950 in connection with the exemption of Sugar Factories from ceiling on Agricultural holdings. I am inclined to agree with the arguments advanced in the press report dated 1-10-1950 in connection with the exemption of Sugar Factories from ceiling on Agricultural holdings.

I am not aware that just the opposite is true, i.e., that the informal exemption granted to Sugar Factories in the past has now been made formal. I am informed that the exemption was granted in the past on the understanding that no formal exemption would be given. The informal exemption was then converted into formal exemption on January 1, 1950. It is stated in the press report dated 1-10-1950 that the informal exemption has now been formalized and that a protection was given to Sugar Factories.

It is not correct that the Select Committee has been asked to amend the Act so as to allow exemption from the ceiling on Agricultural holdings to Sugar Factories. The Select Committee has only been asked to consider the arguments advanced in the press report.

Let the stress be noted. Exemption accorded in Section 5(3) of the Act is in the case of Sugar Factories from the ceiling on Agricultural holdings. Exemption accorded in the past has now been formalized and applied. It is now required to consider the arguments advanced in the press report.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]
On the 1-10-1950, factories in Andhra Pradesh were required to apply for exemption to the Share Capital and Debenture granting Department. The Select Committee's report on the matter was considered in the Assembly.

Production exemption at issue?

Consequences of the statement made by the Revenue Minister were discussed. The Minister explained that factories would be granted exemption on the 1-10-1950. However, the Select Committee recommended that the exemption granted on that date be withdrawn and that a new exemption be applied from 1-10-1950.

Exemption from 1-10-1950

A point of clarification regarding press report on the statement made by the Revenue Minister on the Andhra Pradesh ceiling on Agricultural holdings, Bill, 1958 [23rd August, 1958]
Business of the House.

23rd August, 1958

Business of the House.

for the introduction of official language (Telugu) in the House.

The question of introducing official and non-official languages in the House has been a matter of discussion for some time. The Government has taken steps to introduce official language in the House. The position of financial effect and matters relating to the financial position of the Government have been discussed.

Permission has been granted for the introduction of official language in the House. The question of introducing official language in the House has been a matter of discussion for some time. The Government has taken steps to introduce official language in the House. The position of financial effect and matters relating to the financial position of the Government have been discussed.

Permission has been granted for the introduction of official language in the House. The question of introducing official language in the House has been a matter of discussion for some time. The Government has taken steps to introduce official language in the House. The position of financial effect and matters relating to the financial position of the Government have been discussed.

Permission has been granted for the introduction of official language in the House. The question of introducing official language in the House has been a matter of discussion for some time. The Government has taken steps to introduce official language in the House. The position of financial effect and matters relating to the financial position of the Government have been discussed.
As regards the Andhra Agrarian Bill 1955, I am to inform you that Government have advised that the Bill requires the recommendation of the Governor under Art 207(3) of the constitution only for its consideration and not for its introduction.

"As regards the Andhra Land Revenue Revision Bill 1955, I am to inform you that the Governor, on the advice of the Government, has decided to withhold his recommendation under Art 207 of the constitution, the introduction of the Bill, because it is touching the Taxation itself.

"With reference to your letter cited above, I am directed to inform you that Government have held that the Andhra Moratorium Bill 1955 given notice of, does not require the recommendation of the Governor under Art 207 of the constitution."
23rd August 1958]

...
Resolution re  Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August 1958

Sir, I beg to move:

This Assembly recommends to the Government to discontinue the present system of giving excise contracts by auction and instead...
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

to form Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana, and entrust the said work to the Societies.”

Mr Speaker Motion moved

(Sri P.V. Narsimharao in the Chair)
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

2, 3 points Hyderabad Excise Department 8, 9 numbered 803 numbered.

291 un-numbered 508.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958]

...
Resolution re  Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958

...
Sri Vasudeo Krishnaji Naik (Sultan Bazaar) Sir, there are sever resolutions on the agenda and the time left is only 2 hours. I think it is better if some time limit is prescribed for every speaker so that all resolutions could be finished today and movers of all resolutions could get opportunity to speak. It is only one day we get to discuss resolutions of this type.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August 1958]

7 resolutions are due time allot 1½ hours time allotted to each resolution only. The time allotted to each resolution must be prescribed so that all might get opportunities to speak.

Mr Chairman, We shall try...

Sri Vasudeo Krishnaji Naik

I have not said that they do not come up according to the order, I only said that some time limit must be prescribed for each resolution so that all might get opportunities to speak.

Mr Chairman, We shall try...
Resolution re  Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958]

(5) The meeting, conducted in the presence of the contractor, H. W. Allen, and the officials of the Excise Department, decided that the contractor should be paid the amount due to him as soon as possible after the completion of the work. The meeting also agreed to the inclusion of a clause in the agreement between the contractor and the society, whereby the contractor would be paid the amount due to him within 20 days after the completion of the work.

The meeting further decided that the contractor should be given the opportunity to inspect the work before it was handed over to the society.

(6) The meeting, conducted in the presence of the contractor, H. W. Allen, and the officials of the Excise Department, decided that the contractor should be paid the amount due to him as soon as possible after the completion of the work. The meeting also agreed to the inclusion of a clause in the agreement between the contractor and the society, whereby the contractor would be paid the amount due to him within 20 days after the completion of the work.

The meeting further decided that the contractor should be given the opportunity to inspect the work before it was handed over to the society.

(7) The meeting, conducted in the presence of the contractor, H. W. Allen, and the officials of the Excise Department, decided that the contractor should be paid the amount due to him as soon as possible after the completion of the work. The meeting also agreed to the inclusion of a clause in the agreement between the contractor and the society, whereby the contractor would be paid the amount due to him within 20 days after the completion of the work.

The meeting further decided that the contractor should be given the opportunity to inspect the work before it was handed over to the society.

(8) The meeting, conducted in the presence of the contractor, H. W. Allen, and the officials of the Excise Department, decided that the contractor should be paid the amount due to him as soon as possible after the completion of the work. The meeting also agreed to the inclusion of a clause in the agreement between the contractor and the society, whereby the contractor would be paid the amount due to him within 20 days after the completion of the work.

The meeting further decided that the contractor should be given the opportunity to inspect the work before it was handed over to the society.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958]

It is hereby resolved that the formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana shall be done under the provisions of the Societies Act, 1860 and the Rules of Societies, 1978.

The resolution further directs that the contractor shall ensure that the work is carried out in accordance with the contract and that all payments are made promptly. Any contractor who fails to comply with the terms of the contract shall be liable for penalties.

The resolution also authorizes the Excise Department to conduct surprise checks and enquiries to ensure compliance with the terms of the contract. Any contractor found to be in violation of the rules shall be subject to penalties.

The resolution emphasizes the importance of transparency and accountability in the formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies. Any contractor found to be acting in an unethical manner shall be subject to penalties.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August 1958]

I strongly protest against that allegation.

Mr Chairman: Please keep to the substance of the resolution.
Resolution re  Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August 1958]

The Managerial Society has been notified as the Tappers’ Co-operative Society. The following are the share amounts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share Amounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The share amounts are to be transferred to the Tappers’ Co-operative Society. There is no exploitation of the deposit. The deposit is to be transferred to the Tappers’ Co-operative Society. The Managerial Society is to be notified as the Tappers’ Co-operative Society.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August 1958

Exploitation of natural resources was an important factor in the growth of industries. The formation of co-operative societies is a significant step towards diversifying the economy. These societies are formed by workers, groups of artisans, or individual hunters. The aim is to protect the environment and provide a better livelihood to the people. The Co-operative Society has been formed with the objective of protecting the environment and providing a better livelihood to the people.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

 Allegations

Devarakonda

figures

touch stone


The context and figures mentioned are not clearly visible in the image.
Resolution re. Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958

And this is the case, and it is the duty of the Government of India to establish the co-operative societies in Telangana. It is hereby declared that the co-operative societies shall be established in Telangana.

/perfect parliamentary word/

The Governor, in virtue of the powers conferred by the Indian Government, declares that the co-operative societies shall be established in Telangana. It is hereby declared that the co-operative societies shall be established in Telangana.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

...
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958

...
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

The resolution as read, moved and seconded the following:

1. That the figures for the period 1950 to 1958 are quoted for the convenience of the members and the figures for 1950 to 1958 are applied to the charge, as the previous figures for 1950 to 1958 are not available.

2. That the Excise Co-operation Department be requested to consider the issue of the resolution.
Resolution re Formation of Tappers’ Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958]

Resolved that the bye laws of...
Resolution re  Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958

No Steer 29th December 1957. Honorable contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to make the contractors of the Tappers' to be permanent members of the Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society.

The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society.

The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society.

The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society. The contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society is to be the contractor permanent as Co-operative Tappers' Society.

All the members who tap the trees under that Society to bring the amount of sendhi needed, they must be members in that Society and should be beneficiaries of the profits that may arise out of it. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers. They must all be tappers.

Share amount 10,000 rupees

Share amount 10,000 rupees

Share amount 10,000 rupees
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958

Resolved

Share of Rs. 1 each to be held by A, B, C

The Union

Resolved

Share of Rs. 10 each to be held by

Tappers Association

Resolved

Share Capital of Rs. 50,000 to be

Experiment succeeded in developing Village society

Influence of brothers

Family okarabedumno

Family okarabedum
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

[23rd August, 1958]

...defend ఇదిగా వంటి నిర్ణయంలో ఇద్దరు మనుషులు అందుకు అనుభూతి చేసారు కానీ ఇది నిషేధానికే ఉండాలి. మాత్రమే వారికి మనుషులు అనువర్తించింది. I say then, Varakantham whoever he is, he has never come to me during the last 11 years that I have been here. బాగా వారికి సదా సమయంలో పాటూ పండితుడు ఉండాలి. I say then, Varakantham whoever he is, he has never come to me during the last 11 years that I have been here. బాగా వారికి సదా సమయంలో పండితుడు ఉండాలి. ఇది తిరుగుతుంది...
Resolution re Formation of Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana

23rd August, 1958]

...
Mr Chairman: The question is

"This Assembly recommends to the Government to discontinue the present system of giving excise contracts by auction and instead to form Tappers' Co-operative Societies in Telangana, and entrust the said work to the Societies."

The motion was negatived

Sri B. Dharmabhiksham: Sir, I demand a division

The House then divided

Ayes 31
Noes 69

The motion was negatived
Resolution re
Extension of Educational Facilities to the Poor
23rd August, 1958

Resolution re
Extension of Educational Facilities to the Poor

is the same as the previous page.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor 264

[23rd August 1958]
Sir, I beg to move

"This Assembly recommends to the Government to take necessary steps as early as possible to extend the Educational Concessions now given to the members of the Scheduled Castes, to the poor members of the other communities also irrespective of Caste, Creed and Religion"

Mr Chairman Motion moved
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor 266
(23rd August, 1958)

The Minister planted a sapling at the毕 thittu and addressed the audience. He said that the government has decided to extend educational facilities to the poor. The minister emphasized the need for a merit-based system for the allocation of educational facilities. He called for the prioritization of students based on merit. The minister also appealed to the parents to ensure that their children receive education.

The minister expressed his hope that the extension of educational facilities would help the poor to improve their lives.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor
23rd August 1958

267

In the Assembly of [DistRICT NAME] Assembly, this resolution was passed by a majority of votes after due discussion. The members of the Assembly expressed their satisfaction with the efforts being made by the Government to provide educational facilities to the poor. The resolution was moved by [Name] and seconded by [Name]. The members of the Assembly expressed their unanimous support for the resolution. The resolution was adopted and referred to the Committee on Education for further action.

Scheduled tribes and other disadvantaged groups have long been deprived of educational opportunities. The Government has been taking various steps to provide educational facilities to these groups. The resolution calls for the continuation of these efforts and for the Government to take further steps to ensure equality of educational opportunities for all sections of the community.

The resolution also stresses the importance of providing education to girls, who are often denied access to education due to various societal and cultural factors. The resolution calls for the Government to take special steps to ensure that girls have equal access to education and that they are not discriminated against in any form.

The resolution encourages the local communities to take an active role in providing educational facilities to the poor. The resolution calls for the formation of community-based educational committees to monitor the provision of educational facilities and to ensure that these facilities are used effectively.

The resolution was adopted unanimously and referred to the Committee on Education for further action. The Committee is expected to submit its report to the Assembly within three months from the date of its adoption.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

[23rd August 1958]

"One swallow does not make a summer" thought one of us. "How long will we continue to ignore the plight of backward communities?"

We, the representatives of the backward communities, urge you to extend educational facilities to the poor.

The educational facilities available to the poor are very limited. Only 100 to 50 students can be accommodated in the existing colleges. To meet the demand of the students who are eager to pursue higher education, new colleges are needed.

The backward communities are striving to catch up with the rest of the society. They are ready to work hard to improve their condition. Their enthusiasm and hard work should be encouraged.

We urge you to extend educational facilities to the poor. It is not a question of making a summer; it is a matter of providing a chance to the children of the backward communities to realize their potential.

Let us work together to ensure that every child has the opportunity to education.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor
23rd August, 1958

The subject of Cooly class etc. has already been discussed. The main point is the relaxation of the upper age limit for unattended students. (Interruption)

The point is that, if the upper age limit is relaxed, it will mainly affect the children of the non-casteed families. The Government has already released the Madras University (Gazetted Officer) for the purpose of scholarships to the students in the State. The recommendations of the University authorities are being considered by the Government. The Central Government may also be recommended by them.

Strictly to the point, the argument is that the upper age limit should be relaxed. The present limit is 14 years. The Government is of the opinion that the upper age limit should be 16 years. The Madras University authorities have recommended that the upper age limit should be 16 years. The Government may also be recommended by them.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor 270
23rd August 1958

Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

The members of the Assembly unanimously resolved that additional educational facilities should be provided to the poor children in the state. The government was requested to take strict measures to enforce the resolution and to ensure that the facilities are made available to all. The government was also requested to conduct regular check-ups to ensure that the facilities are being properly utilized.

The resolution was passed unanimously and the government was asked to give due consideration to the request of the members.

23rd August 1958

Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

The members of the Assembly unanimously resolved that additional educational facilities should be provided to the poor children in the state. The government was requested to take strict measures to enforce the resolution and to ensure that the facilities are made available to all. The government was also requested to conduct regular check-ups to ensure that the facilities are being properly utilized.

The resolution was passed unanimously and the government was asked to give due consideration to the request of the members.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor
23rd August 1958

There are various aspects of the resolution Sir. It is not a question whether there are differences of opinions or not. Each member is trying to bring to light some aspect of that resolution. Please permit 10 or 15 minutes more for discussion.

Mr Chairman Each Member has been saying the same thing. There is no new contribution. If hon. Members can co-operate we can stop this discussion and let the hon. Minister reply.

Sri E Ayyapu Reddi There are 8 or 4 Members who want to speak on this resolution. I request that we may be given at least 2 or 3 minutes to speak.

Mr Chairman I have no objection, if that is the sense of the House.

Sri L Laksmana Das The House is in favour of having discussion for some time more. At least the sense of the House is not in favour of closure. I would therefore request you to allow us to speak.

Mr Chairman I now call upon Sri L. Laksmana Das to speak.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

[23rd August 1958]

(திட்டம் 272)
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor
23rd August, 1958

The number of schools in the state is sufficient to cater to the basic educational needs of the children of the poor. However, the facilities in these schools are inadequate to meet the demands of the students. The government has taken several measures to improve the situation. The annual expenditure on education has been increased from Rs. 300 lakhs to Rs. 500 lakhs. The government has also decided to provide free education to all children up to the age of 14 years. This will help in providing opportunities to the children of the poor to receive education.

In addition, the government has also decided to provide scholarships to meritorious students from poor backgrounds. The scholarships will be granted on the basis of merit and financial need. The government has also decided to provide free books and stationery to all students. This will help in reducing the financial burden on the families of the poor.

The government has also decided to provide free meals to all students in government schools. This will help in ensuring that the students have proper nutrition and are able to concentrate on their studies.

The government has also decided to provide free transportation to students who reside in remote areas. This will help in reducing the distance covered by the students and ensure that they are able to attend school without any difficulty.

The government has also decided to provide free medical care to all students. This will help in ensuring that the students receive proper medical attention and are able to continue their studies.

The government has also decided to provide free legal assistance to students who are facing financial difficulties. This will help in ensuring that the students are able to continue their studies without facing any financial difficulties.

The government has also decided to provide free housing to students who are facing financial difficulties. This will help in ensuring that the students are able to continue their studies without facing any financial difficulties.

The government has also decided to provide free education to all children up to the age of 14 years. This will help in providing opportunities to the children of the poor to receive education.

In addition, the government has also decided to provide scholarships to meritorious students from poor backgrounds. The scholarships will be granted on the basis of merit and financial need. The government has also decided to provide free books and stationery to all students. This will help in reducing the financial burden on the families of the poor.

The government has also decided to provide free meals to all students in government schools. This will help in ensuring that the students have proper nutrition and are able to concentrate on their studies.

The government has also decided to provide free transportation to students who reside in remote areas. This will help in reducing the distance covered by the students and ensure that they are able to attend school without any difficulty.

The government has also decided to provide free medical care to all students. This will help in ensuring that the students receive proper medical attention and are able to continue their studies.

The government has also decided to provide free legal assistance to students who are facing financial difficulties. This will help in ensuring that the students are able to continue their studies without facing any financial difficulties.

The government has also decided to provide free housing to students who are facing financial difficulties. This will help in ensuring that the students are able to continue their studies without facing any financial difficulties.
Resolution re: Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

[23rd August, 1958]

The Hon'ble Member Mr. X pointed out that the present system of education facilities was inadequate for the poor children. The scheme under which the experiment was conducted resulted in 45 schools, but the actual number of schools was 60. Education facilities were necessary and steps should be taken as early as possible. Every man and woman should be educated as per Constitution. Scholarships were also necessary. Education would survive if democracy survived. The education budget should be increased to 2½ times of the present budget. The Constitution states "Every man and woman should be educated."
Compulsory education scheme has led to an improvement in the education sector. However, the slow process of education reform has made it almost irresistible for any overmighty reform. The present point of emphasizing scholarships is liberal and extending educational concessions in Form A, the Chief Minister has extended scholarships and facilities to the poor. Concessions extend to the educational institutions to the poor students, and inculcate aptitude in such students.

Srimati T. Lakshminarayana}

III Form starts free education and scholarships Chief Minister has extended scholarships to the poor students. Concessions are extended to the educational institutions of poor students. Concessions extend to the educational institutions of poor students.
Resolution re Extension of Educational Facilities to the poor

[23rd August 1958]

Proposed by Dr. Ramaiah

Resolution - Be it resolved that the Government accept the assurance given in the Assurances Committee meeting of 23rd of August that all people, including backward classes, will receive educational facilities as early as possible. The Government accept the principle that educational facilities should be extended to the poor and the principles and facilities of the present education budget should not be disturbed.
Official Language of the State
23rd August, 1958

This Assembly recommends to the Government to introduce forthwith Legislation making ‘Telugu’ the official language of the
State also providing for its extension to all Departments of Government in convenient stages with due safeguards for the protection of Urdu and take all necessary steps for its proper implementation.

Mr Chairman Motion moved

"..."
Official Language of the State

[23rd August, 1958]

...
23rd August, 1958]

Mr Chairman I now adjourn the House sine die

The House then adjourned sine die